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THE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH HABITAT
PARTNERSHIP: FLEDGLING NOW FUNCTIONAL
What Is ACFHP?
The Atlantic Coastal Fish Habitat Partnership (ACFHP) is a candidate partnership under the National Fish Habitat
Action Plan (NFHAP). The NFHAP is an unprecedented national effort to build and support strategic partnerships for
fish habitat conservation. It establishes a process that brings together partners, challenges them to identify and
collaborate to advance strategic conservation priorities, and to measure
and report progress. It is this commitment to strategic work, conducted
by partners working together, and a commitment to progress
measurement that distinguishes the NFHAP and its partnerships from
other fish habitat conservation efforts.
In March 2009, the ACFHP formally took effect with the signature of
the final party to its Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). There are
30 signatories to the MOU including the ASMFC, the 16 state natural
resource agencies managing Atlantic coastal river drainage systems
(Maine to Florida, including Pennsylvania and Vermont), federal natural
resource agencies (NOAA, USFWS, USGS), the Albemarle-Pamlico
National Estuary Program, the Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve, the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, and
several environmental non-governmental organizations (American Littoral Society, American Rivers, Chesapeake Bay
Foundation, Environmental Defense Fund, Oyster
Recovery Partnership, Partnership for the
Delaware Estuary, and The Nature Conservancy).
In the future, the Partnership hopes to bring in
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ACFHP Update Continued
information; 2) development of an innovative coast-wide analysis of specieshabitat relationships for coastal fish species; and 3) creation of a variety of
communications products to disseminate
information and provide overall coordination
to ACFHP partners. In the coming year,
these projects will support the development
of coast-wide priorities for future ACFHP
efforts.
Ultimately, ACFHP will focus its efforts on
supporting on-the-ground projects,
implemented cooperatively by its partners,
through endorsement, funding, coordination,
and other opportunities. Through
collaborative effort the Partnership will
generate conservation outcomes exceeding
those that partners could accomplish
independently.
Major Project: Strategic Planning
As part of its development, ACFHP will develop a coast-wide Conservation
Strategic Plan that sets priorities for habitat management, conservation, and
outreach. Using The Nature Conservancy’s Conservation Action Planning
process as a guide, the Steering Committee began strategic planning in April
2009. To date, the Steering Committee has established tentative goals, and
conducted a threats analysis. A series of conference calls and meetings in the
upcoming months will be used to determine priority threats, objectives,
strategic actions, and focus areas for plan implementation. The Steering
Committee has also established a work group for writing the strategic plan.

ACFHP Mission
To accelerate the
conservation, protection,
restoration, and
enhancement of habitat
for native Atlantic
coastal, estuarinedependent, and
diadromous fishes
through partnerships
between federal, tribal,
state, local, and other
entities

Science Project 1: Species-Habitat Matrix
Developed and reviewed
by a diversity of habitat
specialists, the primary
purpose of the ACFHP
Species-Habitat Matrix is
to provide a starting
point for prioritizing
habitats (on both a
coast-wide and regional
basis) to focus ACFHP’s
conservation efforts.
The Matrix is a tool that will help evaluate the relative importance of different
coastal, estuarine, and freshwater habitats in terms of their value as habitat
for selected fish and invertebrate species. The goal is to provide an index of
habitat value through one specific lens. While ACFHP designed this matrix
specifically to help the partnership prioritize habitats, there are many other
potential uses for this work in the future.
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ACFHP Vision
Healthy, thriving
habitats of sufficient
quantity and quality to
support all life stages of
Atlantic coastal,
estuarine-dependent,
and diadromous fishes
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Making a Difference for Fish Habitat
Science Project 2: Assessment of Existing Coastal Fish Habitat
Information

ACFHP Timeline
May 2006: ASMFC
begins partnership
development
February 2007:
Informational sessions
held along the Atlantic
coast
May 2007: Coast-wide
workshop in Baltimore
to engage stakeholders
and partners
August 2007: ACFHP
granted ‘candidate
partnership status’ by the
NFHAP Board
April 2008: Full-time
ACFHP Coordinator
hired
March 2009: ACFHP
MOU enacted
August 2009: ACFHP
will apply to be an
‘official partnership’
under the NFHAP
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The primary objective of the
Assessment of Existing Information
(AEI) is to inform and enable ACFHP
conservation planning. This project will
be completed through a contract with
the NOAA National Ocean Service’s
Biogeography Branch of the Center for
Kent Smith, Florida FWC
Coastal Monitoring and Assessment.
The AEI is a comprehensive bibliography of over 500 selected documents,
datasets, and information portals on Atlantic coastal fish species and habitats.
An assessment of this information has yielded indicator, threat, and action
classifications from approximately half of these documents for waterbodies
along the entire Atlantic coast. Knowledge and information gaps have also
been identified through this process. Additionally, waterbodies and drainage
areas addressed in these documents and datasets will be linked to a spatial
footprint, developed in a GIS framework. Products from this project will
allow ACFHP partners to consider assessment information at a waterbody,
regional, or coast-wide scale, and a set of web-based tools will enable users to
query information and view spatial formats, making the AEI a tool available
to all resource managers.
Communications Project: ACFHP Website
ACFHP’s Communications Working Group issued an RFP for an ACFHP
website on May 27th, with proposals due on June 26th. The ACFHP website
will include: 1) information about ACFHP; 2) information about priority
habitats and projects; 3) a clearinghouse of resources for conservation; and 4)
a central point of coordination for partners. Please contact Emily Greene for
a copy of the RFP, if you or an organization you know is interested in
bidding. ACFHP is hoping to have a live website in January 2010.
New Protocol: Letters of Endorsement
ACFHP’s Endorsement Subgroup has developed a protocol for considering
requests for letters of endorsement on habitat projects occurring along the
Atlantic coast. In the absence of funding, an endorsement letter serves as a
way to display ACFHP support of a project. If you are interested in seeking
ACFHP endorsement
for a project please
ACFHP COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
contact Emily Greene
for an application.
STEERING COMMITTEE
SCIENCE & DATA WORKING GROUP
Contact Information
COMMUNICATIONS WORKING GROUP
For more information,
please contact Emily
Greene, ACFHP Coordinator, at egreene@asmfc.org or (202) 289-6400.
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Spotlight on a Small Bivalve with a Big Impact
Restoration News from the Southeast Aquatic Resources Partnership

In the estuarine areas of the Altamaha River in Georgia,
Mention oysters and the listener probably envisions
oyster shell sacks are being used to prevent erosion of a
food, restaurants, or maybe shells. Oysters are a
vegetative shoreline while artificial cultch has been
valuable seafood commodity, enjoyed by many while
installed to restore oyster reefs
supporting commercial fishers
to the area. The area is good
along all of America's coasts.
habitat for increasing the
Only a few listeners would
SARP’s
Mission
oyster fishery, but shell cultch
picture the oyster's ability to
was in short supply. This
enhance water quality and
With partners, protect, conserve,
method will increase the
stabilize shorelines. Thanks
and
restore
aquatic
resources,
fishery.
to the oyster, a little-noticed
change is occurring in many
including habitats throughout the
These three projects are
places along the South
among many undertaken
Southeast, for the continuing
Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico.
throughout the region to
benefit, use, and enjoyment of the
Oysters are improving, and in
accomplish the objectives of
the process they are restoring
American people
the Southeast
shorelines and increasing
Aquatic
fisheries.
Habitat Plan,
In Florida, about 3,000 feet of
oyster reefs are being created by oyster domes that have
been installed by the U.S. Air Force along the shoreline
at MacDill Air Force Base. These domes provide
habitat upon which
oyster larvae settle and
grow, eventually
producing large
colonies that filter
water and attract a
plethora of sea life.
The domes also reduce
wave energy along the
shoreline. As a result,
volunteers from the
base have been
planting native marsh
grasses and mangroves
as sediment has
aggregated.
U.S. Air Force
In North Carolina, volunteers from the
North Carolina Coastal Federation are
stabilizing an estuarine shoreline
adjacent to the largest sand dune
system on the East Coast. They built
an oyster sill to dissipate wave energy,
and are now planting marsh grass
seedlings to build up the marsh.
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the strategic
guide of the
Southeast Aquatic Resources Partnership, with funding
assistance through the National Fish Habitat Action
Plan. The partnership integrates programs, such as the
NOAA Community-Based Restoration Program, with
NFHAP in order to strengthen the outcomes of aquatic
conservation and restoration efforts for the benefit of
the entire region.
The Southeast Aquatic Resources Partnership (SARP)
was initiated in 2001 to address the myriad issues
related to the management of aquatic resources in the
southeastern United States. SARP is a regional
collaboration of natural resource and science agencies
(including ASMFC and many of its member agencies),
conservation organizations, and private interests
developed to strengthen the management and
conservation of aquatic resources in the southeastern
United States.
For more information about any of
these projects, or about SARP, contact
Scott Robinson, SARP Coordinator,
scott.robinson@dnr.state.ga.us, or visit
www.sarpaquatic.org.

SARP
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Energy Update

Framework for Renewable Energy Development on the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf Announced
WASHINGTON, D.C., April 22, 2009 – Today, in an
Earth Day speech at a wind turbine tower
manufacturing plant, President Barack Obama
announced that the Department of the Interior has
finalized a long-awaited framework for renewable
energy production on the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS). The framework establishes a program to grant
leases, easements, and rights-of-way for orderly, safe,
and environmentally responsible renewable energy
development activities, such as the siting and
construction of off-shore wind farms, on the OCS.

renewable energy development, given the enormity of
this clean, renewable energy source and its proximity to
major population centers. A number of other countries
already are tapping significant energy from offshore
winds.

“It is fitting that on
Earth Day President
Obama is taking this
bold step toward
opening America’s
oceans and new
energy frontier, so
MMS that we can wisely
build a clean energy economy that will create millions of
new jobs across the country,” Secretary of the Interior
Ken Salazar said.

Under the agreement, the MMS has exclusive
jurisdiction with regard to the production,
transportation, or transmission of energy from nonhydrokinetic renewable energy projects, including wind
and solar. FERC will have exclusive jurisdiction to issue
licenses for the construction and operation of
hydrokinetic projects, including wave and current, but
companies will be required to first obtain a lease
through MMS.

The Interior Department and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) cleared the way for the
publication of these final rules by signing an agreement
on April 9, 2009 that clarifies their agencies’
jurisdictional responsibilities for leasing and licensing
renewable energy projects on the OCS.

The proposed wind farm off Nantucket Sound, known
as Cape Wind, has been undergoing review
independently of the rule making process, and no
decision is being made on the project at this time. If
approved, it will be subject to the terms of the final
framework announced today.

In addition to establishing a process for granting leases,
easements, and rights-of-way for offshore renewable
energy development, the new program also establishes
methods for sharing revenues generated from OCS
renewable energy projects with
adjacent coastal States. Additionally
the framework will enhance
This new framework will
partnerships with federal, state, and
local agencies and tribal
enhance our energy security
governments to assist in maximizing
and create the foundation for
the economic and ecological benefits
a new offshore energy sector
of OCS renewable energy
that will employ Americans
development. The Final Framework
has been submitted to the Federal
developing clean and
Register, and is available online.
renewable energy.

The Interior Department’s Minerals
Management Service is responsible
for the management of the more
than 1.7 billion acres of submerged
lands on the OCS, to include mineral
resource and renewable energy
development.
For a copy of the full framework
report, see:
http://www.mms.gov/offshore/Alt
ernativeEnergy/PDFs/AD30Renew
ableEnergy04-22-09.pdf.

The Energy Policy Act of 2005
-Ken Salazar, Secretary of
granted the Interior Department’s
the Interior
Minerals Management Service
For more information, contact:
(MMS) the authority to regulate
Frank Quimby (202) 208-6416 or
renewable energy development on the OCS, but no
Nicholas Pardi (202) 208-7746.
action had been taken under that authority until today.
Since taking office, Secretary Salazar has made it a
Source: U.S. Department of the Interior, Minerals
priority to finalize the rules that will govern offshore
Management Service
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Aro
ound the Coasst

Ditchin
ng Ditches in Indian Riiver Lagoon
n
Coastaal marsh habiitats provide a vast array of ecosystem
m
functio
ons and servee as links and
d buffers betw
ween terrestrrial
and aqquatic ecosysttems where sediment
s
andd nutrients frrom
uplandds are trappedd and transfo
ormed into plant
p
biomasss.
They provide
p
habittat for numerrous animals (especially fish
fi
and birrds), thus hellping to main
ntain biodiveersity. Wetlan
nds
also moderate
m
storm
m/flood dam
mage to uplan
nd areas, andd
providde buffers to anticipated sea
s level rise anticipated from
f
predictted climate change. Conservation of these
t
habitatss is
of paraamount impo
ortance to fissh and wildliffe managemeent
in Florrida and thro
oughout the Atlantic
A
seaboard.
In the Indian Riverr Lagoon (IR
RL), which includes the
Mosquuito Lagoon, the vast majority (over 75%) of the
historric wetlands
have been
impouunded for
mosqquito control and
isolated from the
estuarry since the late
l
1950ss and 1960s. Past
work by the St. Jo
ohns
Riverr Water
Manaagement Disttrict
(SJRW
WMD) has
recon
nnected moree
than 199,000 acres of
o impoundm
ments with th
he installation
n of
culvertts and pumpss. Much of th
he Volusia County
C
coastaal
wetlands in the Mo
osquito Lagoo
on that weree spared from
m
c
with
w hundredds of miles of
impounding were crisscrossed
d
The most
m damagiing of these
mosquuito control ditches.
ditchin
ng efforts useed large excavvation equipment (draglin
nes)
to ditch
h through 1,200 acres of wetlands in this system.
The Fllorida Fish an
nd Wildlife Conservation
C
n Commission
n
(FWC)), SJRWMD, and Volusiaa County are working
togetheer on a $780,000 project with significant
contrib
butions from
m a USFWS National
N
Coastal Wetland
Conserrvation Gran
nt to restore more
m
than 3000 project accres
of the dragline ditcch-impacted wetlands
w
rem
maining on
public lands in Vollusia County’’s portion of the Mosquitto
Lagoon
n. This landsscape-level sttrategy will co
oncentrate on
large contiguous arreas of severeely impacted wetlands, wh
hich
will ulttimately amount to aboutt 21% of the draglinedisturb
bed wetlands in the Coun
nty, with morre than 32% of
o
the pub
blicly-held drragline disturrbed wetlandds remaining.
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Resttoring wetlan
nds damaged by dragline ditching
d
consstructed for mosquito
m
con
ntrol providees increased
acreage of tidal wetland.
w
Alth
hough no plaanting of
wetlland vegetatio
on is done, extensive
e
posst-restoration
n
mon
nitoring has demonstrated
d
d recruitment from seed
and vegetative exxpansion of remaining
r
orr adjacent
wetlland plants back to historric communitty structure
with
hin 5 to 7 yeaars.
Emeergent salt marsh
m
and mangrove ecosyystems of
coasstal Florida arre critical to the long-term
m viability off
regio
onal fisheriess. Although typically
t
harb
boring only a
moddest fraction of the speciees present in other nearbyy
habiitats, primaryy production from this haabitat is locallly
high
h, and resultant nutrient availability
a
exxported from
the marsh
m
promo
otes elevatedd biomass in adjacent
wateers. From an economic peerspective, th
he most
impo
ortant function of these habitats
h
is as a nursery fo
or
com
mmercially andd recreationaally coveted fishes
f
and
crustaceans, such
h as spotted sea trout andd blue crab.
Estuuarine marsh restoration in
i this region
n of Florida
imprroves habitatt for threaten
ned animals and
a Florida
speccies of speciaal concern. Th
he value of these areas haas
led to
t the entire IRL being deesignated as Essential Fissh
Hab
bitat by the National
N
Oceaanic Atmosp
pheric
Adm
ministration.
Salt marshes andd mangrove forests
f
also suupport a
num
mber of smalll-bodied residdent fish species that havve
evollved to withstand the ofteen-strenuouss
enviironmental co
onditions encountered heere. They can
n
com
mplete their liffe cycle without extensivee migration
and thus benefit year-round from
f
locally high primaryy
prodductivity. As a consequen
nce, they ofteen develop
largee standing sto
ocks and servve as an important food
resource for high
her trophic leevels and as an
a energy lin
nk
betw
ween upland and
estuarine ecosysttems. The
resto
oration of co
oastal wetlandd
incluuded in this project
p
will
provvide substanttial benefit to
o
locall and regionaal fisheries.
Sourrce: Kent Sm
mith, Florida
FWC
C
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In The News
'Vandenberg' Artificial Reef
Successfully Deployed
May 27, 2009

The highly anticipated placement of
the world's second-largest ex-military
ship as an artificial diving and fishing
reef, near Key West, is finally a
reality. The Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission (FWC)
worked closely with its many project
partners to successfully deploy the
decommissioned military ship "Gen.
Hoyt S. Vandenberg" at 10:24 a.m.
Thousands of delighted onlookers
watched as 44 carefully placed
explosive charges were detonated to
blast holes in the hull of the 523-foot
vessel.

According to the FWC, the
‘Vandenberg’ will provide
recreational diving, ecotourism and
fishing enhancements to the Florida
Keys and provide a needed lift to the
economy of Key West and its
neighboring communities. The ship
was placed in the Florida Keys
National Marine Sanctuary near Key
West to help divert fishing and
diving pressure away from natural
reefs near the ship.
The FWC managed nearly $2.5
million in funding for the
‘Vandenberg’ preparation, cleanup,
and monitoring out of total project
costs of about $8.5 million.
For more information, contact: Lee
Schlesinger, 850-487-0554.
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MD, VA, and ACOE Agree to
Preferred Alternative for
Chesapeake Bay Oyster
Restoration
On April 6, 2009, the Chesapeake
Bay Oyster Restoration
Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS) Executive
Committee announced their
agreement to identify a native-only
restoration strategy as the preferred
alternative in the final PEIS due to be
published in late June. A 30-day
public comment period will follow
publication of the final PEIS, with a
formal Record of Decision expected
to be published in late July.
The Executive Committee agreed
that, “Based on the current state of
the science and extensive public
discourse, the use of non-native
oysters in Chesapeake Bay, its tidal
tributaries, and the coastal bays and
waters of Maryland and Virginia
poses unacceptable ecological risks.”
Further, “In selecting the native
oyster alternative, the [responsible
agencies] will remain fully committed
to using only the native oyster to
work towards revitalizing oyster
restoration and aquaculture in
meeting commercial and ecological
goals.”
An additional commitment was
made to, “work towards
implementing biologically and
economically sustainable harvesting
measures for the public oyster
fishery… [and] pursue the
establishment of realistic metrics,
accountability measures, and a
performance based adaptive
management methodology for all
efforts in revitalizing the native
oyster for purposes of achieving
commercial and ecological goals.”

New Guides for Dealing
with Climate Change on a
Local Level

Local Strategies for Addressing Climate
Change
By: NOAA Coastal Services Center
Published: February 2009
Available:
http://www.csc.noaa.gov/magazine/cli
matechangestrategies.pdf

ICLEI Resource Guide: Outreach and
Communications
By: ICLEI-Local Governments for
Sustainability
Published: January 2009
Available:
http://www.icleiusa.org/actioncenter/engaging-yourcommunity/outreach-andcommunicationsguide/Outreach%20and%20Communi
cations%20Guide.pdf

Climate Change Reference Guide
By: Alice McKeown and Gary
Gardner
(The Worldwatch Institute)
Published: 2009
Available:
http://www.worldwatch.org/files/pdf
/CCRG.pdf
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HABITAT PROGRAM
M MISSION
To work thro
T
ough the Com
mmission, in
n
coo
operation witth appropriatte agencies and
a
organizations, to
o enhance an
nd cooperativvely
on,
maanage vital fissh habitat forr conservatio
resto
oration, and protection,
p
an
nd to supporrt the
co
ooperative management of
o Commissio
on
maanaged speciees.

HABITAT
T PROGRAM
M VISION
Pro
otected, revitaalized habitatt for all Atlan
ntic
co
oastal fish sp
pecies or succcessful habitaat
restoration well
w in progreess by 2015.

REPPRODUCTIO
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A portion of this newslletter may bee
Any
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produced locally with cred
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t
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